Using trade data from Korea from December 1996 to November 1998, we find evidence that domestic individual investors have a short-lived private information advantage for individual stocks over foreign investors, but almost no evidence that domestic institutional investors have such an advantage. Foreign investors trade at worse prices than resident investors for large trades, for smaller stocks, and more so for sales than for purchases. Foreign investors sell to domestic investors before a stock has a large positive abnormal return and buy from domestic investors before a stock has a large negative abnormal return. Using intraday data, the large trades of domestic individual investors have more information than the large trades of foreign investors or of domestic institutional investors.
Introduction.
Much of the international finance literature emphasizes that foreign investors are different from domestic investors. A stylized fact of the international finance literature is the existence of the home bias. 1 With the home bias, investors overweight the domestic market in their portfolios. Despite the dramatic increase in cross-border equity and bond transactions over the last 20 years, the home bias has not disappeared. A number of attempts have been made to explain the home bias. One recurring theme in the literature is that foreign investors are less well informed about domestic securities than domestic investors, so that they are at a disadvantage trading and holding these securities.
2 Recently, the informational disadvantage of foreign investors has been used as the foundation of models that attempt to explain contagion across markets and why equity flows are volatile. 3 In this paper, we examine whether domestic investors have an information advantage over foreign investors because they have access to private information about individual stocks using a dataset of all trades on the Korea Stock Exchange (KSE) from December 2, 1996 , to November 30, 1998 . This dataset provides us with information about the buyers and sellers in all trades, including whether they are domestic or foreign investors and whether they are individual or institutional investors.
In many ways, it seems surprising that so much emphasis has been put on differences between domestic and foreign investors. After all, most international equity investment takes place through institutional investors. Usually, foreign institutional investors have access to both international expertise and talent and have considerable local resources. It is therefore not obvious that a foreign institutional investor should be at a disadvantage relative to domestic institutional investors. Grinblatt and Keloharju (2000) and Seasholes (2000) even argue that as a result of their better access to expertise and talent, foreign institutions should be smarter than local institutions. Using daily data for the 16 largest Finnish stocks, Grinblatt and Keloharju (2000) find that over a two-year period foreigners and domestic financial 1 See French and Poterba (1991) , Cooper and Kaplanis (1998) , Tesar and Werner (1995) , and Kang and Stulz (1997) . 2 See Brennan and Cao (1997) for example. 3 See Calvo and Mendoza (2000) .
corporations buy more stocks that perform well over the next 120 trading days than domestic individual investors, but their sample period is too short for them to conduct a study of holding period returns.
Seasholes (2000) finds that foreign investors buy (sell) ahead of good (bad) earnings announcements in
Taiwan while local investors do the opposite. These papers therefore are consistent with better information and greater sophistication on the part of foreign investors. However, evidence on the performance of foreign investors is mixed. For instance, Kang and Stulz (1997) using annual data for 18 years find no evidence that foreign investors outperform domestic investors in Japan. Hau (2000) , using trade by trade data, shows that distance from Frankfurt disadvantages proprietary traders trading in German stocks.
Coval and Moskowitz (1999), using only U.S. stock returns, provide evidence that investor location matters, in that mutual fund managers are better at picking stocks of firms that are close to where they are than stocks of firms from a more distant location.
Though foreign investors may be more sophisticated, they may lose out to domestic investors who have private information when they trade. This private information is likely to be more important in countries where insider trading is more likely to occur. Consequently, if foreign investors are more sophisticated, they might perform better in countries with limited insider trading but not those where insider trading is more prevalent. If residence enables investors to have access to private information, one would expect the value of this private information to be short-lived since the trading of investors will incorporate it into prices. Consequently, looking at the investment performance of foreign investors versus domestic investors over longer periods of time will make it difficult to assess the importance of such private information. Further, since stocks sold by foreign investors must be bought by domestic investors, it follows that if foreign investors have a particular investment style, then domestic investors as a group must have the opposite one. A number of papers show that foreign investors are momentum traders that have a preference for larger firms. The difficulties involved in controlling for style differences make it easy to attribute to the residence of investors differences in performance that are due instead to differences in style. These difficulties are compounded by the fact that existing studies often have short sample periods and few stocks. Performance differences between foreign investors and domestic investors are therefore unlikely to resolve the issue of whether domestic investors have private information advantages over foreign investors, especially if, as one would expect, these advantages are short-lived. In this paper, we use a high frequency database that allows us to investigate directly whether domestic investors have a private information advantage over foreign investors in a market where the policing of insider trading is generally considered to be weak.
Throughout the paper, we compare foreign investors to both domestic institutional investors and domestic individuals. Such a comparison is important for two reasons. First, foreign investors are mostly institutional investors. Consequently, we have to understand whether foreign investors differ from domestic investors as a group because they are foreign or simply because they are institutional investors.
Second, in emerging markets, local institutional investors are not as important as they are in developed markets and their actions may at times be affected by political considerations. Foreign investors could do well compared to domestic institutions simply because the local institutions are underdeveloped, do not have access to valuable information that some domestic individuals have access to, or may even be trading to fulfill political objectives.
We find first that foreign investors buy at significantly higher and sell at significantly lower prices than domestic individuals for medium and large trades. We turn next to a comparison of foreign institutions with domestic institutions. We find that foreign institutions are less at a disadvantage relative to domestic institutions than relative to domestic individuals. Yet, for large trades, the disadvantage of foreign institutions seems to persist.
We then turn to an examination of trading by various investor classes around firm-specific news to evaluate whether domestic investors anticipate such news in their trading. One approach to proxy for firmspecific news would be to look at firm announcements. Seasholes (2000) analyzes trading ahead of earnings announcements. This approach is ideally suited to investigating whether foreign institutional investors have a better ability to analyze a firm's financial situation, which is what he is wants to understand. We study instead whether domestic investors have better access to short-lived private information than foreign investors. As such short-lived information gets incorporated into prices, it will lead to large absolute value abnormal returns if it is important. We therefore consider all events with large absolute value abnormal returns and investigate whether there are differences in the trading of domestic and foreign investors immediately around such events. We focus on such events rather than firm announcements since insider-trading enforcement is lax outside the United States. 4 Consequently, by the time a public announcement is made, most of its content may already have been incorporated in the stock price. We would therefore miss the most important firm-specific information events by focusing on public announcements.
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Strikingly, foreign investors are significant net buyers before a negative abnormal return event and significant net sellers before a positive abnormal return event. On event days, the net purchases of foreign investors are positive but insignificant if the abnormal return is positive and significantly negative if the abnormal return is negative. Foreign investors buy after a positive abnormal return and sell after a negative abnormal return. From this evidence, it is clear that foreign investors do not trade ahead of the event day on private information, but the trading of domestic investors is consistent with the hypothesis that they do so. We also find that during the days of large absolute value abnormal returns, foreign investors trade at worse prices than domestic individuals typically do.
The market can tell us whether foreign investors have information that domestic investors do not have.
If foreign investors are better informed, trades by foreign investors should have a larger price impact than similar trades by domestic investors if the market can figure out whether trades are made by foreign investors or by domestic investors. We therefore compare the price impact of large matched trades by domestic institutions and foreign institutions using intraday data and daily data. The intraday analysis shows that there is no significant difference in the price impact of large trades between domestic and foreign institutions. We find, however, that large trades by domestic individual investors have both a larger immediate price impact and a larger permanent price impact.
We then turn to an analysis of days with large buying or selling by an investor class. Using marketadjusted returns, the permanent price impact measured over 10 days is insignificant for trades by foreign institutions whether they buy or sell. The permanent price impact of domestic institutions is significant, but has the wrong sign for informed trading whether they buy or sell. In contrast, the permanent price impact of domestic individuals is consistent with them having private information. If purchases and sales take place at the last trade of the day, domestic individuals gain from buying and from selling. Foreign investors lose following purchases and domestic institutions lose following purchases or sales. Finally, on the day after large foreign buying, the market knows that foreign buying took place. Hence, if the market could not infer that large foreign buying took place the same day, the information would be impounded in stock prices the next day. A stock experiences a negative abnormal return the day after large buying by foreign investors and a positive abnormal return the day after large selling by foreign investors. This evidence is inconsistent with the view that investors believe that it is profitable for them to imitate trading by foreign investors.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our data. In Section 3, we compare the prices at which various investor classes trade. In Section 4, we examine trading by various investor classes before large firm-specific price changes. In Section 5, we compare the price impact and the performance of trades for domestic and foreign investors. We conclude in Section 6.
The Korea Stock Exchange and sample construction.
During our sample period, the Korea Stock Exchange (KSE) holds two trading sessions on each weekday: a morning session and an afternoon session. Batch auctions are used three times a day to determine the opening prices of each session and the daily closing prices. There are no trades during the last 10 minutes of each day, when orders are collected for the closing batch auction. Trading prices during the rest of the trading hours are determined by continuous (or non-batch) auction. On Saturdays, there is only a morning session and the closing prices are determined by the batch auction. The KSE does not have designated market makers. Buyers and sellers meet via the Automated Trading System (ATS). Before
November 25, 1996, only limit orders were allowed, but since then markets orders are allowed as well.
The database we use includes all transactions on the KSE for the period from November 25, 1996 to November 30, 1998, which is compiled by the Institute of Finance and Banking (IFB) at Seoul National
University. This database has each order time-stamped as of the time that it arrives at the exchange and as of the time that the order is executed. The data provides information on the country of residence of investors as well as on whether they are individuals or institutions. Institutions are further classified into various types of institutions such as security firms, mutual funds, banks, and insurance companies. Foreign investors in Korea have to register with the Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) and obtain an ID number before they can start trading stocks. Through this ID number, the FSS makes sure that the foreign ownership limit for each company and each foreign investor is not exceeded by informing the KSE whether a foreign order satisfies the company and investor limits. The ownership limit for each individual foreign investor was 5% of a firm's shares until May 2, 1997, when it increased to 6%. It then increased to 7% on November 3, and to 50% on December 11, 1997. In addition, foreign investors as a group could not own more than 20% of a firm's shares. This aggregate ownership limit on foreign investors increased to 23% on May 2, 1997, to 26% on November 3, 1997, and finally to 50% on December 11, 1997. One limitation of the foreign ownership database is that it is possible that trades we identify as foreign trades are actually trades by Korean investors who set up a foreign nominee company to trade on the KSE.
For both domestic and non-resident foreign investors (foreign investors), we generally report results for three investor classes: (1) individual investors, (2) securities firms, mutual funds, and pension funds (money managers), and (3) banks, insurance companies, and merchant banks (banks). We do not report results for resident foreign investors because their economic importance is trivial. We also ignore government and corporate holdings. For the batch auctions, we cannot identify who initiates a trade. For the trades that do not take place during the batch auctions, we can use either all trades involving an investor class or only trades initiated by that investor class. We call a trade initiated by an investor class a price-setting trade by that investor class. For NYSE data, it is common to identify the initiating party of a trade using a tick test such as the one proposed by Lee and Ready (1991) . There is no need for a tick test with our data because we know which party initiates the trade. A buy-side (sell-side) price-setting trade for foreign investors is a trade where the buy (sell) order of the foreign investors came after the sell-side (buy-side) order and hence made the trade possible. We consider split trades originated from one order as one trade irrespective of whether we consider all trades or only price-setting trades.
Do foreign investors trade at worse prices?
In this section, we investigate whether the various investor classes trade at different prices. We include in our sample all stock days where one of the investor classes investigated trades a stock. Define V as the size of the trade for stock i on day d for trade t. We first compute the volume-weighted average price at which the stock traded using all trades that day:
We then compute the volume-weighted average price for all trades involving the investor class we are interested in:
where the subscript j denotes the investor class j. We finally compute the ratio of the average price for all trades involving an investor class to all trades for a stock on a given day. The averages are calculated separately for purchases and sales. The equally weighted average of these ratios across days and stocks for each investor class is shown in Panel A of Table 1 for purchases for each investor class. In other words, for foreign money managers, the ratio gives us the equally weighted average across days and stocks of the volume-weighted average price at which they bought stocks normalized by the volumeweighted average price at which the stocks traded on the day they bought them. The results are reported for each investor class in three trade sizes. The trade sizes are constructed by dividing all trades in a stock on a day that it is in the sample into three groups.
Looking at the foreign money managers in Panel A of Table 1 , we see that the ratio is 0.99887 for the smallest size trades, 1.00058 for the middle size trades, and 1.00048 for the largest size trades. All these numbers are significantly different from one. The question we are interested in, though, is whether these numbers differ from those for domestic investor classes. To address this question, we compare prices paid across investor classes i and j as follows. For each day on which both investor classes buy, we average the price paid by investor class i for trades in a size category and do the same for investor class j. We then take the difference on that day between the price paid by investor class i and investor class j. If one of the two investor classes does not trade on that day, we skip the day. We then report the t-statistic for the daily differences. With this approach, the difference between the price paid by investor class i and the price paid by investor class j uses only days where both investor classes trade in a stock. As a result, it could be that the average price for investor class i is higher than the average price for investor class j, yet the difference in prices paid by investor classes i and j is negative because the difference in prices paid ignores days when one of the classes does not trade. Both foreign money managers and foreign banks pay more than domestic individuals when we look across all trades. Across trade sizes, foreign money managers and banks pay more for large and medium trades than domestic individuals, but not for small trades.
Compared to domestic institutions, the prices that foreign money managers pay are not significantly higher when we look across all trades. Foreign money managers buy at even lower prices than domestic money managers. However, foreign money managers pay more for large trades than domestic money managers or banks and pay less for small trades. When we turn to the foreign banks, we find that foreign banks buy at lower prices than domestic banks for small trades but buy at higher prices for medium trades. The comparison for large trades is not significant.
In Panel B of Table 1 , we weight the ratios by the value of trades rather than equally. With this procedure, it is still the case that foreign investors buy at higher prices for large trades, but they no longer buy at higher prices for medium trades or for small trades. When we look at the ratios across all trades, foreign money managers do not buy at significantly higher prices than domestic individuals or domestic institutions. The same applies to foreign banks. These results indicate that the disadvantage of foreign investors is larger for smaller firms. This might provide part of the explanation for why foreign investors hold larger stocks as shown in Choe, Kho, and Stulz (1999) for Korea. Panels C and D of Table 1 consider the prices at which investor classes sell stocks. Looking at all trades, foreign money managers and foreign banks sell at significantly lower prices than domestic individuals and domestic banks, but they sell at significantly higher prices than domestic money managers.
For large trades, both foreign money managers and foreign banks sell at significantly lower prices than domestic individuals, money managers, and banks. For small trades, foreign investors either do better or not significantly worse than domestic investors. In particular, foreign money managers sell at higher prices than domestic individuals and domestic money managers. Strikingly, for foreign money managers, the average buy price exceeds the average sell price for medium and large trades, but is lower than the average sell price for small trades. However, in contrast, domestic individuals always sell at higher prices than they buy and domestic money managers always sell at lower prices than they buy. When we turn to tradeweighted averages in Panel D, domestic investors uniformly sell at higher prices than foreign investors.
Looking at trade sizes, foreign investors sell at lower prices for large trades but not for small trades.
We can use Table 1 to assess the economic significance of the disadvantage of foreign investors relative to domestic individual investors. We use the equally weighted results. The foreign money managers typically pay 0.144% more than domestic individuals when they buy the stock and receive 0.162% less when they sell. The round-trip difference between foreign investors and domestic individuals is therefore about 0.306%. Suppose a foreign investor buys a stock and holds it for one year. The performance of the foreign investor will therefore be about 0.306% less than the performance of a domestic individual who holds the same stock. This disadvantage is small in economic terms, so that it can lead to only a very small home bias. At the same time, however, this disadvantage would be a more serious deterrent for active traders. An active foreign investor who turns his portfolio over 10 times a year would underperform a domestic individual trading the same stocks on the same days by 306 basis points! Foreign investors choose when they want their trades to take place. Table 2 shows how trading is divided up during the day among our investor classes. Foreign investors trade fairly uniformly during the day.
However, because domestic investors trade more during the morning, foreigners are more important as a proportion of trading volume in the afternoon than in the morning. If we examine the performance of foreign investors during the period when trading takes place continuously, we find results that are mostly similar to those we find in Table 1 where we include the batch sessions and the after-hour trading.
Do some investor classes anticipate events better?
In this section, we investigate whether some investor type has a greater ability to trade to benefit from large abnormal returns. For this investigation, we construct an event study of trading patterns of investor classes around days where stock prices have an abnormal return of at least 5% in absolute value. The abnormal return is defined as the residual of a market model regression over our sample period. The threshold for abnormal returns is arbitrary, but it should allow us to capture important events for the firms in our sample. Figure 1 shows that the observations are spread over the whole sample period. We examine the buy and sell proportions for the eleven days surrounding the day with the large abnormal return. We treat as missing observations the days when a stock has a price less than 1,000 won. Our sample includes all days where the price limit came into effect. Since trading can still occur at the limit price when the price limit is hit, there is no reason to suspect that the price limit affects our results since we focus on fractions of total trade on the days considered. In our analysis, we consider the eleven days around abnormal returns that exceed 5% in absolute value. If two events have overlapping eleven-day event periods, we only use the eleven-day event period of the first event and do not use the eleven-day period of the second event to avoid using the same daily returns more than once in our sample. The analysis with overlapping intervals leads to similar conclusions.
In Table 3 , we first examine how the proportion of buys and sells of the various investor classes changes around days with large positive abnormal returns. This allows us to look separately at buys and sells and to understand the relative importance of the various investor classes for buy and sell orders. We could average our observations across all event days or average observations within calendar days and then average across calendar days. It turns out that both approaches lead to similar conclusions. We report results for calendar days for two reasons. First, this approach does not make the assumption that trading within calendar days across observations is independent. Second, by weighting each calendar day equally, we do not give undue importance to days with a larger number of high absolute value abnormal returns. Domestic individual investors dominate the trading on the days we report as they do with the data we reported for 1998 in Section 2. They have in excess of 75% of the buy orders and of the sell orders on the days we report. Domestic institutions are much less important. Foreign investors are less important than either domestic individuals or domestic institutions except for the event days where foreign investors have more buy trades than domestic institutions. The increase in foreign buy trades on the event day is striking since the proportion of buy trades by foreign investors on the event day is more than twice its average over the five previous days. This increase in buy orders raises the concern that the abnormal return is somehow caused by foreign buy orders. The fraction of buy orders of domestic money managers does not change much on the day of the event. Not surprisingly therefore, domestic individuals see their fraction of buy orders drop.
If an investor class has private information about the event, we would expect that investor class to have a higher proportion of buys before the event than after and a lower proportion of sales before the event than after. The only investor class that exhibits such a trading pattern is the domestic individual investor class. The domestic individual investors buy (sell) significantly more (less) during the five days that precede the event than during the five days after the event. Their fraction of buy orders increases monotonically during these five days while their fraction of sell orders falls monotonically. Korean money managers buy insignificantly less before the event than after and sell significantly more before than after.
Their buying falls and their selling increases before the event. Korean banks buy insignificantly more before than after and sell insignificantly less before than after. Finally, turning to foreign investors, we see that they buy significantly more after the event than before and sell significantly less after the event than 13 before. While both domestic and foreign money managers increase their buying and decrease their selling after the event, the change is proportionately larger for foreign investors.
Since investors in an investor class generally both buy and sell a stock on the same day, we consider in Table 4 the change in ownership of shares for the various investor classes. Panel A of Table 4 shows the net change in the ownership fraction of the various investor classes before and after the event day with large positive abnormal returns for the whole sample. It also provides the net change in total foreign ownership. To compute the net change in the ownership fraction of an investor class, we first compute the change in ownership for that class for a day. We then average observations across stocks for the day and then across days. Panel A of Table 4 shows that foreign investors are significant net sellers before a day with a large positive abnormal return and insignificant net buyers afterwards. On the day of the event, foreign investors are insignificant buyers, making it difficult to believe that somehow they are causing the price increase. The causal role of foreign investors is even harder to fathom when we see that the net buying of domestic individual investors is more than forty times the net buying of foreign investors. The foreign investors sell to individuals before the event and buy from domestic institutions afterwards. Before the event, all institutional investor classes sell, regardless of whether they are domestic or foreign. After the event, domestic institutional investors keep selling, but foreign investors do not. On the day of the event, domestic individuals are significant buyers and they buy from domestic institutions. Foreign investors are not significant buyers on the event day. This evidence is consistent with an information advantage on the part of domestic individual investors and suggests that there is little difference between domestic and foreign institutional investors.
A concern about the results in Tables 3 and 4 is whether some foreign investors might actually be domestic investors. Because of tax advantages, it might make sense for Korean investors to trade using a Malaysian company. We therefore investigated whether our results differ if we exclude foreign investors from Malaysia. Investors from Malaysia seem to behave more like domestic investors. As a result, excluding these investors reinforces our conclusions rather than weakens them.
Another approach to investigating whether foreign investors are informationally disadvantaged is to look at whether they pay higher prices on days of large positive abnormal returns than domestic investors.
A necessary condition for an information disadvantage of foreign investors is that they buy at a higher price than domestic investors when private information is revealed during the day. We find that foreign investors pay more on days of large positive abnormal returns. From Table 1 , we know that foreign investors pay more on average than domestic individuals when they buy by 0.144%. However, when we look at days with abnormal returns in excess of 5%, foreign investors pay more than domestic individuals by 0.53%. The result that foreign investors trade at higher prices during event days is necessary to show that they have an information disadvantage, but it is not sufficient because we could find the same result if foreign investors were driving up the stock price because of large purchases. However, if foreign investors were driving prices up and did not have an information disadvantage, we would expect them to profit from their purchases. As we will see in the next section, this is not the case -at least in the short run.
We now turn to the results for days with abnormal returns below -5%. To save space, we do not reproduce results for Table 3 for these days. The results are fully consistent with the inferences we draw from Table 3 . Individual investors buy slightly less before a large negative abnormal return than afterwards, while institutional and foreign investors buy more. Individual investors sell more before the event than afterwards while foreign investors sell less before the event than afterwards. Panel B of Table 4 shows the change in the ownership proportion of the various investor classes around days with a large negative abnormal return. Clear evidence of an information advantage for an investor class would be if the investors of that class decreased their ownership before the event. Foreign investors clearly do not have such an information advantage. They significantly increase their ownership for the five days before the event day and they significantly decrease their ownership afterwards. As a result, domestic investors sell to foreign investors before a large negative abnormal return in a stock. However, the selling of domestic investors is due to domestic institutional investors since domestic individual investors are net buyers. On the day of the large negative abnormal return, foreign investors sell to individuals and so do domestic institutional investors. However, the selling of foreign investors is smaller than the selling of institutions, so that again it is hard to argue that foreigners are somehow responsible for the adverse stock return.
With our tests, we did not condition on foreign ownership. However, for foreign investors to sell, they must own the stock since they cannot sell short. We therefore split our sample of large positive abnormal return events according to foreign ownership. Not surprisingly, the effect we document is magnified when we focus on stocks with larger foreign ownership. We split our sample of large negative abnormal return events in the same way, but for these events, as one would expect, conditioning on foreign ownership is not important.
We investigated but do not report in a table whether the effects we document are more prevalent in large or small stocks. A priori, it is not clear what we should expect. Foreign investors invest less in small stocks, so that it would be harder to take advantage of them in such stocks. Further, these stocks will be less liquid, so that less trading takes place. At the same time, however, since small stocks are followed less by analysts, private information is more likely to be important for such stocks. The effects we document are significant for small and large stocks for positive abnormal returns, but are significant only for large stocks for negative abnormal returns.
Our evidence shows that domestic investors buy from foreign investors before large positive abnormal returns and sell to them before large negative abnormal returns. This implies that there is statistical evidence of an information advantage of domestic investors. To evaluate the economic significance of this information advantage, we have to remember that, since we choose events with large abnormal returns, the informed trading before the event has to be sufficiently limited that its effect on prices is small enough for us to still have an event to examine. Despite this qualification, the informed trading seems small when compared to shares outstanding. The net accumulation (selling) of shares by domestic investors during the five days that precede a large positive (negative) abnormal return is less than one percent of shares outstanding in absolute value. The extent to which investors can accumulate shares depends on the trading volume. If a stock has a large trading volume relative to the number of shares outstanding, an investor type is more likely to be able to change its ownership significantly over a few days. This suggests that to evaluate the importance of the information advantage we discuss, it makes sense to also look at trading by investor classes normalized by volume. Though we do not report trading normalized by volume in tables, domestic investors buy from foreign investors about one percent of volume during the five days before a positive abnormal return day, but they sell 11.5% of volume during the five days before a negative abnormal return. Domestic investors can only buy from foreign investors if foreign investors own the stock and sell to foreign investors if these investors follow the stock and are trading in it. Consequently, one would expect that domestic investors would benefit more from their private information at the expense of foreign investors for stocks with high foreign ownership. The ability of domestic investors to take advantage of their private information will also be affected by volume. If we look at the day before the abnormal return, we find that the net buying of domestic investors is 2.14% of volume for stocks with large foreign ownership before a positive abnormal return and the net selling of domestic investors is 3.84% of volume before a negative abnormal return.
The price impact and performance of intensive buying and selling by investor classes.
In this section, we compare the price impact and the performance of trades of different investor classes. We conduct two studies where we examine the impact of large order imbalances by investor classes. The first study focuses on intervals of five minutes. The second study uses daily data. With the daily data, investors know the next day that an investor class was very active. In both studies, we use only price-setting trades by the investor class to take into account the fact that trades that investors want executed immediately are more likely to be information-motivated. Throughout the two studies, we use stocks for which we have at least 300 days with trading on the day and on the previous day. Further, we eliminate all stocks whose price falls below 1,000 won during the sample period. We end up with a sample of 512 stocks out of a possible 785 stocks.
5.A. Intra-day study.
We divide each week day into 47 five-minute intervals from 9:30 a.m. to 15:00 p.m., treating the time interval of 11:30 a.m. to 13:05 p.m. as a single interval containing the lunch break and similarly for the time interval of 14:50 a.m. 15:00 p.m. containing an order collection period for the close. For Saturdays, we have 23 five-minute periods. We look at returns for the 10 five-minute periods preceding the event and the 10 subsequent five-minute periods. We allow the sequence of five-minute periods to cross day boundaries. For each of the intervals for each of the 512 stocks over the sample period, we compute pricesetting order imbalances by an investor type by subtracting the price-setting sell volume from the pricesetting buy volume. We then select the 10 intervals for net buy (positive) price-setting imbalances and 10 intervals for net sell (negative) price-setting imbalances for each investor type. For each of the selected events, we examine stock returns from the previous tenth (-10) to the subsequent tenth (+10) interval surrounding the event. We report raw stock returns as well as returns minus the sample average for the matching time interval.
We first consider the largest price-setting imbalances by foreign investors in Panel A of Table 5 . For net buy imbalances, we see a strong positive abnormal return during the interval of the price setting imbalance. We compute mean-adjusted returns by subtracting from the return for a given interval the sample average return for that interval on that day of the week. Looking at mean-adjusted returns, we see that during the interval D0, the stock has a positive return of 1.041% with a t-statistic of 30.25. The next interval is still positive, but it is followed by a string of negative returns. Foreign investors have the largest price-setting order imbalances following positive mean adjusted returns. The cumulative return from interval D0 to D+10 is 0.897%. However, from interval D+1 to D+10, the cumulative mean-adjusted return is -0.144%. If the period of intensive trading leads to a greater price increase than the price increase in the long-run resulting from the information conveyed by the intensive trading, perhaps because a compensation is required for liquidity providers, one can expect the excess in the price increase to disappear over the next few periods. Consequently, we measure the permanent effect of the intensive trading by the cumulative abnormal return from the end of the period immediately preceding the intensive trading to 10 periods after the intensive trading period, CAR(0,+10). If stock prices adjust completely to the new information over the 10 periods following the intensive trading period, the cumulative abnormal return from interval +1 to interval +10 offsets the transitory part of the return associated with the intensive trading period. Following Holthausen, Mayers, and Leftwich (1987), we call CAR(+1,+10) the temporary price effect. Panel A of Table 5 shows that the permanent effect of the intensive buying by foreign investors is larger than the temporary effect. When we turn to price-setting sales, we find a mean-adjusted return of -0.730% at D0. The permanent effect is only -0.136% with a t-statistic of -2.97.
The question we are interested in is how the price impact of the foreign investor trades compares to the price impact of domestic investor trades. Panel B of Table 5 shows that purchases by domestic institutions have a higher price impact. The D0 mean-adjusted return for institutions is 1.220% which is 0.179% more than for foreign investors. The permanent impact is 0.950%, which exceeds the price impact of trades by foreign investors by 0.053%. Looking at sell trades by domestic institutions, we find that the price impact at D0 is higher in absolute value since it is -0.933 compared to -0.730 for foreign investors, but the permanent impact is actually less for domestic institutions since it is -0.085% compared to -0.136% for foreign institutions. Based on this evidence, one has to conclude that the differences in price impact between domestic and foreign institutional investors are small. A legitimate question, however, is whether our evidence could be obscured by differences in trade sizes. To address this question, we looked at matched trades in Panel C of Table 5 . There, we find that we cannot reject that the permanent price impact of trades is the same for domestic and foreign institutions. However, the immediate impact of trades is bigger for domestic institutions than for foreign institutions. Table 5 provides evidence for domestic individual investors. We see that the immediate price impact of trades by domestic individuals is similar to the one of institutions, but the permanent priceimpact is higher. The price impact of sell trades is again comparable to the one of institutions, but the permanent price impact is higher. For individual trades, the permanent price impact for sell trades is -0.456%, while for institutions it is -0.085%. In other words, the permanent price impact of individual investors is consistent with them being better informed than either domestic or foreign institutions.
Panel D of
Though not reported, it is striking that the relative size of the price-setting imbalances for our events of domestic institutions and foreign investors are roughly of the same size. For instance, the price-setting buy imbalance of foreign investors at D0 is 20.72% relative to the total trade volume of the day, while the price setting buy imbalance of domestic institutions is 20.27%. In contrast, the price setting buy imbalance of individuals is a much smaller 6.28%. In other words, individuals have a large permanent price impact out of trades that are less than a third the size of the trades of domestic or foreign institutions.
We conducted the same study for a sample that includes all order imbalances. These results confirm that focusing on price-setting orders amounts to focusing on the orders that are information-motivated. For foreign investors, the buy order imbalances lead to similar but slightly dampened results, but the sell-order imbalances are associated with a positive permanent price effect. The same outcome holds for domestic institutions. Finally, for domestic individuals, the results are paradoxical. A buy imbalance by domestic individuals is associated with a negative mean-adjusted return of -0.777%, but the permanent effect is 0.172% with a t-statistic of 3.37. A sell imbalance by domestic investors is associated with a D0 meanadjusted return of 1.478% for a permanent price impact of 0.775%.
5.B. Inter-day study.
We now investigate the impact of large daily order-imbalances. Our sample includes the 10 days with the highest net buy and net sell imbalances for each stock. The interest of looking at daily orderimbalances is two-fold. First, investors know on the day following the imbalance that an investor type had a large order imbalance the previous day. Consequently, if investors believe that the investor class with the large order imbalance had private information but that private information was only partially incorporated into prices because the market did not know that the investor class had a large order imbalance, we should see a continuation the next day. Second, if investors trade on information that gets revealed within the next few days, we can answer the question of whether they made profits on their trades. Investors learn the aggregate net buying of foreign investors in a stock rather than the net-buy price-setting imbalance.
Consequently, we use the net-buy and net-sell imbalances in our daily analysis.
We first consider the impact of the net-buy and net-sell imbalances of foreign investors. We report raw returns, mean-adjusted returns, and market-adjusted returns, which are excess returns over the KOSPI index. We focus our discussion on the market-adjusted returns. Panel A of Table 6 shows that the net-buy imbalances have a significant impact on D0. There is no continuation, so that no case can be made that the market gets valuable information from knowing that foreign investors were active on the previous day. For purchases by foreign investors, the next day abnormal return is insignificantly negative. For sales by foreign investors, the next day has a significant positive abnormal return which is of the same order of magnitude as the negative abnormal return on the day of the net-sell imbalance. If we compute cumulative abnormal returns from the day before the foreign net-buy and net-sell imbalances, these imbalances are not associated with significant abnormal returns. This means that the net-buy and net-sell imbalances have no permanent price impact. However, if the foreign investors buy at the end of the trading day, they experience a significant negative cumulative abnormal return over the ten days following the trade. No case can be made, therefore, that the foreign investors have valuable information that leads them to profit from large purchases. Following a net-sell imbalance, the cumulative abnormal return from day 1 to day 10 is insignificant. Table 6 have a positive price impact through their buy trades also. However, domestic institutions buy ahead of significantly poor performance of a stock, so that the net permanent effect is negative. When domestic institutions sell, the market-adjusted abnormal return is positive. The selling by domestic institutions is good news in that the permanent effect of large sell days by institutions is positive and significant. Hence, whether domestic institutions have a net buy imbalance or a net sell imbalance, these imbalances affect stock prices in the opposite direction from the one we would expect if they had valuable information and they lose on their purchases or sales. The price impact of domestic institutions is smaller than the price impact of foreign institutions for purchases. However, the size of the order-imbalances of domestic and foreign institutions are not the same, so that the difference in price impact may be the result of different order-imbalance sizes. Panel C of Table 6 uses a matched sample of imbalances for domestic and foreign institutions. It is clear there that foreign institutions have a significantly higher price impact. However, the permanent price impact of foreign institutions is not signficantly positive. The stock price falls more following purchases by domestic institutions than by foreign institutions. When we look at sales, the net-sell imbalances of foreign institutions have a negative price impact the same day while the net-sell imbalances of domestic institutions is positive. The difference between the two imbalances is significant. After 10 days, the stock price is higher following sales by domestic institutions than sales by foreign institutions. Domestic institutions net-sale order-imbalances are associated with a positive permanent price impact. This surprising impact of net-sale order-imbalances by domestic institutions suggests that these institutions may be mostly attempting to sell stocks when the market for these stocks can withstand their sales. As a result, they end up selling on days where stocks have positive returns. It could well be that this behavior might have been exacerbated by political pressures that might have made domestic institutions reluctant to be seen as driving prices down through large sales.
Domestic institutions shown in Panel B of
We finally turn to individuals in Panel D of Table 6 . The large net-buy imbalance events for individuals have a positive price impact on D0 and a continuation the next day. The net-buy imbalances of domestic individuals have a significant positive permanent effect on the stock price. Further, domestic individuals make a gain from their purchases over the ten days following the purchases. The price impact of net-sell imbalances is surprisingly positive. However, the market-adjusted return is negative every day for the 10 days following the sale. As a result, net-sell imbalances by domestic individuals have a negative permanent effect and individuals benefit from their sales in that, had they held on to the stock, they would have made losses. Table 6 shows that institutions, whether domestic or foreign, do not seem to benefit from their purchases. If institutions purchase at the closing price on the event day, they make a significant negative abnormal return over the next 10 days. Looking at sales, domestic institutions make significant losses from the close of the event day to 10 days later but foreign institutions do not make significant losses. In contrast, domestic individuals benefit from their net-buy and net-sell imbalances. The evidence is therefore consistent with the results of the earlier sections showing that domestic individuals have valuable private information in contrast to institutions.
Conclusion.
In this paper, we used a number of different approaches to infer whether domestic investors have a private information advantage over foreign investors for individual stocks. We saw that foreign investors trade at worse prices, sell before large positive abnormal returns, buy before large negative abnormal returns, and finally do not gain from large trades for the first ten days following the trades. The private information disadvantage of foreign investors is relative to domestic individual investors. Foreign investors do not seem disadvantaged relative to domestic institutions, but this may be partly because domestic institutions were under stress during our sample period.
Though our results show that domestic individual investors have a private information advantage, they also imply that this private information advantage is unlikely to have much of an impact on the portfolio allocation of a buy-and-hold investor. A foreign investor who buys and sells on random days buys at a slightly higher price and sells at slightly lower price than domestic individual investors. However, these price differences are small enough that they would have only a minimal impact on the expected returns of investors who plan to hold stocks for a substantial period of time. Consequently, the private information advantage we document cannot explain why buy-and-hold investors would be reluctant to invest abroad to the extent that they do. However, we show that the private information advantage of domestic investors can represent a substantial disadvantage for active foreign investors. For each type of investor, the proportion of daily buy and sell trade values is calculated as relative to the total trade value for the stock-days with at least one foreign trade and with a market model residual over 5% in absolute values (excluding events with overlapping windows for a stock). The market model is estimated from Oct. 2, 1996 to Nov. 30, 1998 , and daily closing prices falling below 1,000 won are treated as missing in calculating daily returns to minimize low-price effects. The reported value in each cell is the average across stocks on a day and then across days. NR stands for non-resident. For each type of investor, the daily net buy proportion is calculated as buy trade value minus sell trade value divided by the share value outstanding for the stockdays with at least one foreign trade and with a market model residual over 5% in absolute values (excluding events with overlapping windows for a stock). The market model is estimated from Oct. 2, 1996 to Nov. 30, 1998 , and daily closing prices falling below 1,000 won are treated as missing in calculating daily returns to minimize low-price effects. The reported value in each cell is the average across stocks on a day and then across days. NR stands for non-resident. 
Intraday returns and volatility (%) around 5-minute intervals of large price-setting order-imbalances
The price-setting order-imbalance (price-setting buy minus price-setting sell in shares) attributable to each type of investor (foreigners, domestic institutions, individuals) is calculated for each eligible stock listed at the KSE from Dec. 2, 1996 to Nov. 30, 1998 , and then is normalized by the total share volume for the stock on the day. The samples in Panels A, B, and C comprise ten intervals with the largest normalized price-setting net buy and sell order-imbalances selected for each stock, excluding those with less than 1,000 shares. The Mean-adj ret for each day is the mean of the interval return for the stock exceeding the mean observed on the same day of the week and the same time interval over the sample period, and the Market-adj ret is the mean of the interval return exceeding the KOSPI index return. The |Mean-adj ret| is a measure of volatility computed as the mean of absolute values of the mean-adjusted returns. The CAR(-10, -1), CAR(0,+1), CAR(0, +10), and CAR(+1,+10) are the cumulative returns from days -10 to -1, from 0 to +1 (total effect of an event), from 0 to +10 (permanent effect), and from +1 to +10 (temporary effect), respectively, and the t-statistics are reported in parentheses. Panel D presents the results of the foreigners normalized price-setting order-imbalances matched with the domestic institutions whose normalized order-imbalances are closest to the foreigners. 2, 1996 2, to Nov. 30, 1998 , and then is normalized by the total share volume for the stock on the day. The samples in Panels A, B, and C comprise ten days with the largest normalized net buy and sell order-imbalances selected for each stock, excluding those with less than 10,000 shares. The Mean-adj ret for each day is the mean of the daily return for the stock exceeding the mean observed on the same day of the week over the sample period, and the Market-adj ret is the mean of the daily return exceeding the KOSPI index return. The |Mean-adj ret| is a measure of volatility computed as the mean of absolute values of the meanadjusted returns. The CAR(-10, -1), CAR(0,+1), CAR(0, +10), and CAR(+1,+10) are the cumulative returns from days -10 to -1, from 0 to +1 (total effect of an event), from 0 to +10 (permanent effect), and from +1 to +10 (temporary effect), respectively, and the t-statistics are reported in parentheses. Panel D presents the results of the foreigners normalized order-imbalances matched with the domestic institutions whose normalized order-imbalances are closest to the foreigners. 
Panel A. Foreigners normalized price-setting order-imbalance events
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